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Introduction



gravitational waves keep coming 
from cosmological distances



Authors in alphabetical order
total citation: 1397 

(as of 2016.02.01; ADS)



The data of this run (LIGO’s 4th scientific run) were fully analyzed in search of 
gravitational waves from 

1) binary inspirals, 
2) narrow lines from known pulsars, 
3) burst events as may be generated by supernovae and 
4) a stochastic background. 

Computational astrophysics and GW detection

quoted from LIGO-P050036-00-D

Developing accurate waveform models is crutial for 
GW detection AND implications

Bayesian inference is used for quantitative assessment of 
the quality of waveform models

Systematic uncertainties can be reduced by improving 
astrophysical modeling of sources

GW sources are ALL astrophysical!



Astrophysical objects that can be detected, probed by GWs on Earth

Compact Binary Coalescences (NS, BH)
Gamma-Ray Bursts

Galactic pulsar population and Supernovae

system mass: (1  - 300+) Msun 

detection frequency band:10 - 300 Hz (BHs)
          10 - 2000 Hz (NSs)

Crab nebular (supernova remnant)
NASA’s Hubble image



post-Newtonian numerical relativity perturbation
 [Image: NASA]

서로 떨어져 있는 두 천체가
중력으로 서로 끌어당기면서 

중력파 방출.
나선형 궤도를 그리면서

점차 근접해감.

두 천체의 접촉발생 불안정하고 무거운 중성자별
---> 단일 블랙홀 생성 

시공간의 왜곡이 
점차 잦아듦

compact binary coalescences (CBCs)
밀집 쌍성 병합

NS-NS, BH-NS, BH-BH
2 Msun <  m1+m2 < 300+ Msun 



Advanced LIGO can detect BH-BH binaries up to z ~ a few

• formation rates
• formation environment
• evolution scenaria

astrophysics
• BH mass distribution
• standard sirens

cosmology

           GW strain 
           from a source

detector sensitivity
SNR =



GW data analysis



What is the signal received by the interferometer?

apparent strain amplitude = intrinsic h+,hx (mass, spin) 
                                                     x 
                                         detector response F+, Fx (angle wrt the GW propagation)

d(t) = h(t) + n(t)

h(t) = h+(t) F+(t) + hx(t) Fx(t)

data = signal + noise ; 
GW data analysis deals with extremely weak signals embedded in noise

“time series”



advanced LIGO, advanced Virgo, KAGRA:
시간에 따른 중력파의 세기 변화를 레이저 간섭계로 검출

Required sensitivity of an interferometer for GW astrophysics: 
displacement to measure must reach roughly a proton size (10-18 m)

GW waveform: underlying properties of a GW source are absorbed   
                        in h+(t) and hx(t)



parameter estimation

search pipelines

output: trigger candidates

output: confirmed GW signals

detector characterization 
+ 

calibration

GW data analysis flow 
“LALsuite (LIGO Algorithm Library)”

GW data anlaysis 

- astrophysical 
understanding 

- GW waveform models 
  of the sources

output: observables of GW 
sources computed in 
probability density functions



search 
“matched filter”

•characteristic mass
•distance
•sky location

parameter estimation
“Bayesian inference”

 
•masses, distance, sky location
•spin and total angular momentum
•orbital parameters (for binaries)

multiple pipelines 
depending on source types

(sec - min)
requires many CPUs

due to a large number of 
templates to search

memory optimization is also 
important

initial, low-latency alerts
(for collaborators)

paper publication
requires painstaking PE analyses

Search and PE

(minutes up to a few weeks)
requires 100% CPU time per one 
serial job, multiple serial jobs on 

many CPUs (OpenMPI)

high-performance computing 
resource is a MUST!

[KISTI GSDC]



CBC waveform 



“apparent” CBC waveform model h(t)

post-Newtonian+NR
numerical relativity 

(NR)

NR
+

perturbation theory



peters (1964)

β =
64
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merger time tmrg 

E = −Gm1m2

2a

for derivations of these equations, see Peters and Mathews (1963)

Orbital evolution due to gravitational radiation

merging binaries: tmrg < Hubble time



(Peters and Mathews 1963)

a (separation) and 
e (eccentricity) decreases 

the binary orbit shrinks and 
circularized as it emits GWs

Inspiral waveform and GW emission

 Energy and angular momentum loss ---> GW emission

orbital angular momentum

spin angular momentumS6 + VSR2/3 (2009-2010) massive BH binary (25-100 Msun) search 
(inspiral+merger+ringdown) arXiv:1209.6533

Effects of aligned spins on the detection distance

−0.85 ≤ χ ≤ +0.85



simplest, quickest GW inspiral waveform model: TaylorF2 

(in the frequency-domain, Newtonian amplitude)

post-Newtonian parameter

total mass of a binary

chirmass of a binary 
(in solarM)

symmetric mass ratio
(dimensionless)



For a CBC more massive than several Msun, 
a “hybrid” or “inspiral-merger-ringdown (IMR)” waveform is needed for analysis

(pN inspiral + NR merger-ringdown)

0: beginning of NR waveform

pN+NR

pN only NR only



(10-10) Msun BH-BH binary @100Mpc

200 Hz 

last stable orbit of BH-BH binaries 
(max. frequency to apply pN)

1% SNR loss

“effective ringdown”

GW150914

inspiral-
dominant 
region

contribution from
merger and rindown phases



CBC parameter estimation

detection
measuring observables
• source identification
• multi-messenger astronomy
• feedback to astrophysical 
   modeling

Bayesian PE

High performance computing resource is a MUST

Number of CPUs: 
1-2 waveform models (injection or template) 
x 5 target CBCs x  3-5 multiple PE jobs = 15-150 CPUs 

Computation time: a few days up to a few weeks



from Tauris & van den Heuvel (2003) 

Two NS are likely to be formed 
by SNe type Ib/c. Therefore,  
the SNe (Ib/c) rate can be 
considered as an upper limit 
to the NS-NS rate:  

SN Ib/c rate (SO-Sb) = 600-1600 Myr-1  
(Cappellaro, Evans, Turatto 1999) 

Type Ib/c 

Type Ib/c 

Suprenovae rate constraints 

Astrophysical understanding on binary evolution is important 
to understand/interpret CBC data and to design future detectors



 [Image: NASA]

inspiral merge ringdown

individual masses, 
distance,

sky position,
orientation

BH spin

structure of a neutron star

nuclear equation of state

effects of magnetic fields 

recoil kick 
(if unequal-masses)

properties of the remnant 
(hypermassive NS, BH)

What can we learn from compact binaries?

tests of GR in the strong-field limit
first detections

multimessenger astronomy

Monte	  Carlo	  population	  
modeling

N-‐body	  simulation
(based	  on	  EM	  observations)

Bayesian	  
parameter	  estimation

(based	  on	  GW	  observations)



Example of GW parameter estimation: GW150914

a BH-BH binary is the only astrophysical system that satisfies the following conditions:

individual masses of two stars are larger than 20+ Msun

the min. separation between two objects estimated from the max. GW frequency 
(250 Hz = 2 x forb) ~ a few hundreds km

“Properties of the binary black hole merger GW150914” LVC (2016)
 http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.03840



mass and spin of the firnal, single BH remnant

GW energy ~ three Suns  (E=mc2)



credit: Grzegorz Wiktorowicz and Chris Belcynski24 mass estimates of BH candidates
(X-ray binaries)

GW150914
m1=36 Msun m2=29Msun



NS mass measurements from pulsar observations

Kasian (2012) Ph.D. thesis

GW detection (parameter estimation) will provide independent 
estimates of NS/BH masses!



KGWG work on CBC data analysis: 
waveform development and parameter estimation

• Implmentation of amplitude corrections for time-domain inspiral waveform 
(TaylorT4) and frequency-domain inspiral waveform (TaylorF2) in LALSimulation 
(waveform library) in LALsuite and perform Markov Chain Monter Carlo PE

• finding an optimized parameter space (m1,m2) to search CBCs with non-spinning 
inspiral-merger-ringdown waveforms (Phnome series) by the Fisher 
information matrix 

• Implmentation of eccentric inspiral waveform (TaylorF2) and perform Markov 
Chain Monter Carlo PE 

• developing PE library for KAGRA

• Hyung Won Lee, Jeongcho Kim (Inje U.) master’s degree thesis title (2015) “Data Analysis for Compact 
Binary Coalescence Inspiral Gravitational Wave” J Kim continues her PhD at Inje U.

• Chunglee Kim (SNU) 

• Hee-Suk Cho (PNU->KISTI) PhD thesis title (2014) “GWs from CBC and parameter measurement error”



inspiral GW waveform with 
Newtonian amplitude

10-1.4 BH-NS

inspiral GW waveform with
up to 2.5pN amplitude corrections

10-1.4 BH-NS
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Amplitude corrections and inspiral waveforms (TaylorF2)

• chirp (inspiral) signal length ~ 12 s



courtesy: Jeongcho Kim

Results from MCMC PE: 
Amplitude corrections to post-Newtonian waveform are useful to measure 
orbital phase and GW polarization angles



Eccentric waveform and PE accuracy (on-going)

We measure error in the sysmetic mass ratio 
considering NS-NS binaries.

When e=0.001 (at fgw =10Hz), 
aLIGO statistical error (red star)  is ~0.004, 
aLIGO systematic error (blue star) is ~0.001

Favata (2014)



GW astrophysics

astrophysical implications of GW150914

rate calculations and feedback to astrophysical modeling

N-body simulation for globular cluster populations



spin estimation is poor... formation site/scenario/BH kicks

• Evidence of BHs more massive than 25 Msun & a BH-BH binary merger

• interpretation of GW150914 :  
 “a heavy BH-BH merger formed in a low-metallicity environment 
in the local Universe”

“Astrophysical implications of the binary BH merger GW150914”
The LSC-Virgo collaboration: Abbott et al. (2016) ApJL

longer “inspiral” signals are helpful to measure spin 

effects of aligned and anti-agligned spins in the 
detection distance. 

CBCs with aligned spins look “brighter”



GW detection rate expectations

total citation: 590
(as of 2016.02.01; ADS)

  >1                       8                   <80 based on Kim et al. 2015

Rgal,NS−NS ∼ 50− 700 Gpc−3yr−1

Rgal,BH−BH ∼ 33− 332 Gpc−3yr−1

based on Galactic pulsar-NS populations
CK et al. (2015)

based on GW150914 

The LIGO-Virgo collaboration; Abadie et al. (2010)



Constraining theoretical models 
O’Shaughnessy, CK, et al. 2005, 2008 

 accepted 
 range of  
parameters  

 parameter 
space  
used in  
Theoretical 
 model for  
a binary evolution 

Empirical rates put  

strong constraints on  

population synthesis models  

Establish a set of models (or parameters), which are       

consistent with empirical rate estimates.  

Consider RNS-NS (tight) and RNS-NS (wide)  

Calculate Rgal of BH binaries 

using only those models. 

We vary 7 parameters relevant to mass ratio, !

wind strength, SN kick dist. (3 parameters), CE energy transfer efficiency,!

fraction of accreted mass during non-conservative MT!

by GW detection
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Model: King model, no kick, no stellar evolution, typical velocity dispersion from 
known core-collapsed GC in MW, 1.4 Msun NS, 0.7 Msun normal stars in a cluster

BH mass function: fixed (Bae et al.; 10 Msun), 
                           results from StarTrack (Park et al)

Results: “significant fraction of NS-NS and BH-BH binaries are ejected from 
a cluster. 30% of ejected binaries are to merge in a Hubble time”

GW detection rates (Bae et al. 2013  vs Abadie et al. 2010):
• NS-NS :  0.024 per yr vs  40 per yr (cluster contribution is negligible)

• BH-BH  :  15 per yr      vs  20 per yr (cluster/disk contribution is compatible)

CBCs and N-body simulations

Bae, CK, & Lee (2015), Dawoo Park, CK, Bae, & Lee (in prep)
N-body simulations of globular clusters in the Milky Way 



Pulsar astronomy and GW science



Credit: Bill Saxton
NRAO/AUI/NSF           credit: John Rowe

Pulsars as gravitational-wave sources

all pulsars are neutron stars
(strongly magnetized, fast-spinning)



For NS-NS binaries, aLIGO can reach 
up to 400 Mpc or z ~ 0.1

faintest 2MASS galaxies, 
K = 14 mag @ 400 Mpc

1.4 Msun NS, 10 Msun BH을 고려하면,

NS-NS : 1.3x109  광년 (~400 Mpc)

BH-NS : 3.3x109  광년 (1 Gpc)

BH-BH : 6.5x109  광년 (2 Gpc)



“HF diagram” in GW science 
(h: GW strain, f: GW frequency)

for a binary,
fgw = 2 forb

pulsars are targets AND tools 
for GW detection



M. Shibata’s slide

fISCO > 1 kHz

NS-NS binary and GW astrophysics



Pulsar Science with the SKA
M. Kramer and B. Stappers
published on July 6, 2015 (http://arxiv.org/pdf/1507.04423.pdf)

quoted from ABSTRACT:
“The SKA will be transformational for many areas of 
science, but in particular for the study of neutron stars and 
their usage as tools for fundamental physics in the form of 
radio pulsars.”

+ GW detection

pulsar timing

published on March 7, 2016  
http://arxiv.org/pdf/1603.01951v1.pdf



SKA will be able to provie an overview of Galactic neutron star population
emitting radio waves toward Earth 

between 50 MHz up to 10 GHz (up to 1000+ DM)

Galactic Neutron Star Population

As of 2015, 

Radio-active pulsars ~ 2300
Rotating radio transients (RRATs) ~100

Magnetars ~ 29 (X-ray, gamma-ray, radio)



P(R) and PSR luminosity function GW detection and SKA pulsar observations will be useful to constrain 
a pulsar luminosity function that is amain source of systematic 
uncertainty in NS-NS merger rate



GW detection and multi-messenger astronomy

average survey range (detection distance) 
increases by ~2.8 

for aLIGO+aVirgo+KAGRA 



GW detection and multi-messenger astronomy

http://www.ligo.org/scientists/GWEMalerts.php

GW triggers followed by EM observations

EM/neutrino triggers followed by GW archive 
searches

Best targets: gamma-ray bursts and afterglows 
(expected progenitor: NS-NS/NS-BH binaries)



GW detection and multi-messenger astronomy
다중신호 천문학

information obtained from GW triggers
with low-latency Parameter Estimation (PE)

time detection
significance

sky 
location

nature of 
the source

+

better constrained chirp mass, spin, etc 
by more extensive PE

(http://arxiv.org/abs/1602.08492, submitted to ApJL)



Computational astrophysics and Multi-messenger astronomy

On-going efforts within LIGO-Virgo collaboration

• GPU-based, parallelized search pipelines for detecting cosmic GW signals within seconds

• Bayesian approaches to obtain best localization of a GW trigger within minutes

• Alerting systems and protocols for follow-up observations are well-established (e.g. GCN)

• virtual observatory and/or GW source catalogue will be the next step 



Publications on GW astronomy and astrophysics



examples of most cited GW papers (ADS, December 2015)

rates

CBC 
data analysis

waveform 

stochastic

multimessenger

More work on astrophysical implications and multimessenger astronomy will come



most cited papers with GW150914 in the title [ADS as of April 26, 2016]

[parameter estimation results]



references of the 
“astrophysical 

implications” paper of 
GW150914



• first detection and discoveries

Are there BH binaries?  YES!
What about BH-NS, NS-NS (em-quiet)?
CBC skymap, catalogue, virtual observatory

• feedback to EM-based astronomy, astrophysics, numerical relativity, 
particle physics, cosmology

Compact binary demography
Realistic astrophysical models for compact binaries and compact objects
Compact binary mergers as standard sirens
Associations with supernovae and/or gamma-ray bursts
Galaxy evolution, metallicity
Cosmic (massive) star formation history 
GW waveform modeling

CBCs and GW astrophysics


